
Uchwala nr 1545
Senatu Uniwersvtetu w Biatvmstoku

z dnia 26 marca 2014 r.

w sprawie okreSlenia efektdw ksztalcenia dla kierunkdw studitiw
prowadzonych w jgzStkach obcych w Uniwersytecie w Bialymsloku

Na podstawie art. I I ustawy z dnia 27 lipca 2005 r. Prawo o szkolnictwie
wyzszym (tj. Dz. U. z 2012 r., poz. 572, z p6in. zm.) w zwi4zkl
z rozporz4dzeniem Ministra Nauki i Szkolnictwa Wy2szego z dnia 2listopada
2011 r. w sprawie Krajowych Ram Kwalifikacji dla Szkolnictwa Ll/y2szego (Dz.
U. Nr 253, poz. 1520), uchwala sig, co nastgpuje:

$r
Senat okreSla efekty ksztatcenia dla niZej wymienionych kierunk6w studi6w,
prowadzonych w Uniwersytecie w Bialymstoku w jgzykach obcych:
Zal4cznlknr | - frzyka, na poziomie studi6w pierwszego stopnia o profilu

praktycznym - iEzyk angielski ;

Zal4cniknr 2 - pedagogika, na poziomie studi6w pierwszego stopnia o profilu
og6lnoakademickim - jgzyk angielski.

s2
Uchwala wchodzi w irycie z dniem podpisania.

Prof. dr hab. Leonard Etel

Przewod
atu Uniwersvte



Z^l4cznlk trt I
do UchualY nr 1545

:n"JJ; T::::filXw 
Biarv m stoku

LEARNING OUTCOMES
Field of studY: PhYsics

first degree study programme - practical education

Field of studv in the area of education
education referring to science described in National

n Area, stated in the regulations issued pursuant to

2005 - Law on Higher Education ( Journal

udy belongs to the area of physical sciences with

elements applied in medical sciences'

W - categorY of knowledge

ence for first degree study progamme

ng outcome

K (before bottom hyphen) - leaming outcomes for the field of study

Reference to
learning

outcomes in the
area of

education in the
field of science

DESCRIPTION OF LEARNING OUTCOMES

FORTHE FIELD OF STUDY

Followinq the completion of the first degree studies

in PftYsics a graduate:

phenomenon within the frt
xlP w0l

b=--""orn", u*ur" of the importance of an expenmen-t as

,L^^-^+:^-l ^^-.ontc as well dS

xlP wOl
ne, becomes aware of
s examPles of faultY

: ^^r L.,^^+l"ooFc end faultv ohvsical theories

xlP wOl

.'hvsical obiects and descr

Jtt ""f".o*" to tools of mathematics
integral calculus'
o describe laws ot
s and to analYse

physics, to mod€l and to sruoy ere\'rsu vttJrrvqr -'------s and to analyse

understands the formal structul

mathematical tools tbr quunu,u,iu" descriition of phenomena from chosen



with reference to foundations of physics

xlP wol
xlP w03

K W09
k**. *uy. of experimental verification of physical laws and concepts, knows

construction and operation rules of measuring apparatus for selected

electricity and -"gn"ti.. - und"ttt"ndt 
"ont"n

xlP w05

K Wl0
xtP wOt
xlP w03

K Wll
knows ways ofexperimental verification of physical

construction and operation rules of measuring

experiments regarding electricity and magnetism

laws and concepts, knows
apparatus for selected xlP w05

K Wt2
has knowledge about basic concepts, phenomena and formalism of
thermodynamics, laws of therrnodynamics as well as theoretical models of
chosen thermodynamic systems

knows construction and operation rules of measuring apparatus for selected

has knowledge about basic concepts a

electromagn-etic wave phenomena and theoretical models of selected optical

and wave wstems, knows and understands limitations oftheir applications

xlP_w0l
xlP w03

K WI3 xlP w05

K w14

wl5K

xlP_wOl
xlP w03

knows ways of experimental verification of physical laws and concepts, knows

construction and operation rules of measuring apparatus for selected

experiments regarding optics and physics of electromagnetic wave phenomena
xlP w05

K Wl6
has basic knowledge regarding atomic physics, molecule, solid-state physics'

physics of atomic nuclei, elementary particles and basic interactions in

exoeriments regarding physics of m icrocosm

XIP
XIP

_w0l
w03

wl7

wl8

K XIP w05

has basic knowledge about astronomy and knows the rules of astronomical

observations

xlP Wol
xlP w03

with reference to elements of theoretical physics

K Wl9
has basic knowledge about theory of electromagnetic radiation' knows

theoretical upp.ou"lito selected problems regarding the theory of radiation and

chosen mathematical tools for their analysis

xlP wol
x lP_w02
xlP W03

K W20
has knowledge about foundations of quantum mechanics, formalism and

probabilistic irterpretation of the theory knows a theoretical description as well
ac mafhematical tools for analvsis of chosen quantum systems

xlP w0l
xlP w02
xlP w03

with reference to applications of physics in medicine 
,

- 

Thrt b".l.J*"*ledge in the range of biolory' chemistry, biophysics and
K-wl I 

I medicine necessary to understand applications ofphysics i!rn!!'cine-
xlP_wOl
xlP w05

K W22 has basic knowledge in the range ofchosen applications ofphysics in medicine xlP wOl

K W23
tno*. 

"otot.u"tion 
and operation rules of selected diagnostic and medical

medical treatment laboratories with parlicular consideration of radiation

practical applications of physics in health care

with reference to tools of information technolog5t

xlP w05

K W24 x tP w06

xlP w07K W25



K W26
kno*, th" rules of operating systems usage and the package of selected

specialist application software, including environments for data analysis and

symbolic computation

has basic knowledge about algorithmics and data structures

knows foundations of programming in a chosen high-level programmtng

knows foundations of numerical met

applications

xlP W04

K W27
xlP w04
xlP w02

K W28 xlP w04

K W29 xlP w04

with reference to technical applications of physics

knows construction and un
K-wJU 

I selecled analogue and digital

xlP wOl
xlP w05

K W3l
knows construction of selected electronic devices with consideration of
applications in medical equipment and understands fte rules of its operation

xlP_w01
xlP w05

K W32

moreover

knows basic rules of intellectual and industrial property protectlon xtP w08

K W33
knows the rules of individual entrepreneurship and commercialization of used I Xtp WOS
research results | -

SKILLS

with referenc€ to structures of physics and methodology of physical scierces

K UOI

K UO2

basic facts regarding known areas of physics, outline the

a scientific discipline and show the impact of selected

of physics on development of technology, economy and

well as literature and information technology resources

XI P-U06
XIP UO9

XIP-UO5
XIP-UO6
XIP UO8

wifh reference to tools of mathematics

canuseknowntoo|sofmathematicstoformulateandsolvechosenproblems
rwithin rhe framework oftheoretical and experimental physics

X I P-UOI
XIP UO2K UO3

XIP UO7K UO4 i< qhle tn indenendentlv comolete and broaden mathematical knowledge

can use computer tools for symbolic computation XIP UO4K UO5

X IP-UOI
XIP UO2K UO6

XlP UO3K UO7
can plan and do simple experiments referring to mechanlcs, crltlcally analyse

rk-i' rac,,lrc rnd nresent them

XIP UO1

XIP UO2K UO8

can analyse problems regarding electricity and magne-tism' tlnd and presenr

irr"lr-solu,ion. on the ba;s of icquired knowledge and using known tools of

-'rham'ti.e nrn nrAntitative analvsis and draw qualitative conclusions

XIP UO3
K UO9

can plan and do simple experiments referring to electrlclty and magnellsm'

^,ii;;^th, an'lvec their results and Dresent them

XIP UOI
XIP UO2K UIO

can analyse problems regarding thermodynamics, tind and presenr rn€lr

,oiutionr'on ihe busis oi ucqui,ed knowiedge and using krown tools of
'-^+h--^+i^c ',,- nrrantirative analvsis and draw qualitative conclusions

XIP UO3
K UII can plan and do simple experiments referring to thermodynamlcs' crltlcalry

.-ol.,"p thpir recrrlfs and nresent them

XI P-UOI
XIP UO2K U12

can analyse problems regarding optics and physlcs ot wave phenomena' rrro

and present tirei, solutioni on the bisis of acquired knowledge and using known

,oJJoitutn"tu,ics run quantitative analysis and draw qualitative conclusions

\,



K U13
can plan and do simple experiments referring to optics and physics of wave
phenomena, critically analyse their results and present them

XIP UO3

K UI4
can analyse problems regarding microscopic structure of mafter, find and

present their solutions on the basis of acquired knowledge and using known

tools of mathematics run quantitative analysis and draw qualitative conclusions

X IP_UO I

XIP UO2

K UI5
can plan and do simple experiments referring to the physics of microcosm,
criticallv analvse their results and Dresent them

XIP UO3

K UI6 can clearly present basic problems referring to astronomy and astrophysics,

make basic astronomical observations and interpret their results
XIP UOI
XIP UO2

K UI7 can critically and with understanding use literature and information technolory
resources with reference to foundations ofphysics

XIP UO7

with reference to elements of theoretical physics

K Ul8
can present theoretical formulation of chosen issues of electromagnetic
radiation physics and run theoretical analysis of selected phenomena using

suitable mathematical tools

XI P-UO I

XIP UO2

K U19
can present theoretical formulation ofchosen issues ofquantum mechanics, and

run theoretical analysis of selected quantum systems using suitable
mathematical tools

XIP
XIP

_u0l
u02

K U2O
can critically and with understanding use literature and information technology
resources with reference to issues of theoretical physics

XIP UO7

with reference to applications of physics in medicine

K U2I
can analyse chosen problems referring to applications ofphysics in medicine on

the basis of knowledge of physics as well as biolory, chemistry and medicine
XIP UOI
XIP UO2

K U22
can communicate with medical staff with reference to chosen methods of
diagnostics and medical treatment with particular consideration of oncology

X IP-UO6
XIP KO2
XI P KO3

K U23
can present operation rules as well as identifr and assess dangers connected I XIP-U0|
with the use of selected diagnostic and medical treatment devic :s I X I P-W06

K U24
can plan and take simple measurements connected with the use of selected | *,o,,n.,
diagnostic and medical treatment devices, including dosimetric measurements | ' --

K U25
can analyse a chosen problem referring to medical physics on the basis of the

internet and literature resources and present a way of its solutirn in the form of X I P-U05
a concise study I

with reference to tools of information technology

K U26
can work in the environment of different operating systems and use selected

application software
XIP UO4

K U27
can write a simple computer programme in a chosen programming language,

make it comolex and staft it
XIP UO4

K U28
can use computer programmes for data analysis as well as symbolic and

numerical calculations
XIP UO4

K U29
is able to find and use specialist computer software in the internet resources with
respect for intellectual property and rules of use

XIP UO7

XIP KO4

with reference to technical applications of physics

K U3O
can plan and do simple experiments referring to electronics, critically analyse
their results and present them

XIP UO3

K U3 I
can critically and with understanding use literature and the intemet resources

with reference to issues ofelectronics
XIP UO7

moreover

K U32 has foreign language skills at the upper-intermediate level XIP UIO

K U33
can use diverse sources of knowledge with
their applications

reference to physical sciences and xlP ul0

4



SOCIAL COMPETENCES
XIP KOI
XlP KO5

need ol tunher
6o*s rhe limitations of their knowledge and und€rstands the

i^,-i"" *i"inn orofessional, personal and social skills
XIP KOz

XIP KO3PeciallY a leadershiP role' can

take responsibility for realization ot a group tasr
XIP-KO4
XIP WO?

xlP W08
understands the meaning of intellectual honesty

of other PeoPle

in their own actions and actions

the need of widesPread

nresentation of achievements of physics
XlP KOI
XIP KO5

t, !Jrrr!eirv,, "' --

* 
---. --' ---. ---. - --" i"a"p""a*trv rta itte"rmation in literature and the intemet resources' also

PhYsics and its aPPlications'

understands social aspects of medical applications oiphysics and responsibility

XIP KO7

""r, 
think und act in an entrepreneurial manner
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Senatu Uniwe.s]4etu w Bialymstoku
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LEARNING OUTCOMES

Field of study: Pedagogy

first degree study programme - general academic education

Field of study in the area of education

Field of study - pedagogy belongs to the fields ofeducation in humanities and social sciences. The subject

area of pedagogical studies comprises both the ideas (ideals, norms, obligations) as well as social

practices. Pedagogy as a science of teaching and education combines two perspectives: humanistic,

focusing on the essence of education, teaching and learning, and social, conceming educational

environments, systems of educational and care institutions, their function and significance in human

development. Pedagogy deals with understanding how people develop and learn throughout life as well as

a critical analysis of the essence of knowledge and understanding the dimensions of individual and social

consequences. Pedagogy includes the analyses of educational processes, systems and approaches and

their cultural, social, political, historical and economic contexts.

Exolanation of the svmbols used:
K (before bottom hyphen) - leaming outcomes for the field of study
W - category of knowledge
U - category of skills
K (after bottom hyphen) - social competences category
HIA - leaming outcomes in the field of education in humanities for first degree study

progr:rmme
SIA - learning outcomes in the field ofeducation in social sciences for first degree study

prograrnme
01 03 and - number ofa outcome

Symbol

DESCRIPTION OF LEARNING OUTCOMES
FOR THE FIELD OF STUDY

Following the completion of the first degree studies
in Pedagogt a graduate:

Ref€rence to
learning

outcomes i[ the
area of

education in the
lield of

humanities and
social sciences

KNOWLEDGE

K WOl
is familiar with elementary terminology used in pedagogy and understands

its sources and application within the related scientific disciplines
HIA W02
HIA W03

K W02
has elementary knowledge of the place of pedagogy in the system of
science and its objective and methodological relations with other scientific

d isciplines

HIA W05
H1A W03

K W03
has well-structured knowledge of education and training, its philosophical,

socio-cultural, historical, biological, psychological and medical grounds
HIA W05

K W04
knows selected concepts of man: philosophical, psychological

and social constituting the theoretical basis for pedagogical activities
H lA w05
slA w05

K W05
has basic knowledge about human development in the life cycle,

both in biological as well as psychological and social terms

HIA
HlA

_w04
w05

K W06
has basic knowledge about types of social ties and regularities that govem

tnem
slA w04



K W07
has elementary knowledge about different types of social structures and

institutions of social life, and relations between them

SIA
SIA

_w02
w03

K W08
has elementary knowledge about the processes of interpersonal and social

communication, their accuracy and interferences

s lA_w05
slA w09

K W09
knows basic theories of education, leaming and teaching, understands

various factors ofthese processes
HtA W04

K Wl0 has basic, well-structured knowledge about different educational

environments, their specifics and the processes taking place in them

s lA_w03
s lA w08
SIA WO2

KWil knows the most important traditional and contemporary trends and

pedagogical systems, understands their historical and cultural conditions
HtA W06

K Wt2

has elementary knowledge about designing and conducting research in

pedagogy, in particular about research problems, methods, techniques and

research tools; knows basic paradigrnatic traditions of social studies that

individual methods derive from

slA w06

K Wl3
has elementary, well-structured knowledge on different sub-disciplines of
pedagogy, including terminolory, th"ory und t.thodology

H lA W04

K Wt4
has basic knowledge ofthe structure and functions ofthe education system;

purposes, legal basis, organization and functioning of various educational

institutions, therapeutic, cultural and aid-providing

slA w09

K Wl5
has basic knowledge of the participants of educational' care' cultural and

aid-providing activities
slA w04

K Wl6 has elementary knowledge of methodology to perform common tasks,

standards. or procedures used in various areas of pedagogical activities
HtA W04

K Wl7
has elementary knowledge of health and safety in educational, care,

cultural and aid-provid ing institutions

K Wl8
K Wlg

K UOI

K UO2

K UO3

u04K

SKILLS

analvses their relationship with different areas ofpedagogical uctlv4'es

stA w07

SIA UO'I

SIA UO8

is able to use basic theoretical knowledge of pedagogy and related

disciplines to analyze and interpret educational, c,are' cultural and aid-

providing problems as well as themes and patterns ofhuman behavior

human behavior, diagnosing and forecasting the situation, and analyze

strategies of practicil actions in relation to different contexts of

technology (lCT)

S IA-
SIA
SIA
HIA

u02
u0l
u06
u04

HIA U()4
HIA UO6

SIA UO3

SIA UO8

HIA UOI
HIA UO3

HIA UIO

HIA
HIA-
SIA-
SIA

u02
u04
u0r
u02

K UO5

HIA UOI
HIA UO6

HIA UI I

HIA UI2
K UO6

HIA UO7K UO7



K UO8

has the ability to present his/her own ideas, concerns and suggestions,

supports them with arguments in the context of selected theoretical

perspectives and views of various authors

HIA UO6

K UO9
is able to assess usefulness of conventional methods, procedures and good

practice to perform tasks related to various spheres ofpedagogical activity
SIA UO6

SIA UO7

K UIO

is able to use basic theories in order to analyze, interpret and design

stratery for pedagogical action, can generate solutions to specific
pedagogical problems and predict the course of solving them and effects of
olanned activities

SIA UO4

K UII
can animate works on the development of participants of pedagogical

process and support them in gaining knowledge; inspires to actions for
lifelong leaming

SIA UO6

K UI2
is able to use ethical principles and standards in undertaken

activity; recognizes and analyzes ethical dilemmas; predicts the effects of
specifi c pedagogical activities

_u05
u06

SIA
SIA

K U13

is able to work in a team performing various roles; knows how to take and

assign tasks, has elementary organizational skills allowing to realize the

objectives of designing and taking professional actions

HIA UO5

K UI4 is able to analyze his/her own actions and identifies possible areas

requiring modifications in future action
SIA UO6

SOCIAL COMPETENCES

K KOI

is aware of the level of his/her knowledge and skills, understands

the need for continuous professional training and personal development,

Derforms self-assessment of his/her own competences and improves skills,

determines directions of his/her development and education

HIA KOI
H IA KO4

SIA KO2

K KO2

values the importance of pedagogical sciences for maintenance and

develooment of correct ties in social environments and refers acquired

knowledge to design professional activities

K KO3

is convinced ofthe sense, values and the need to take pedagogical action in

the social environment; is ready to take professional challenges; shows

activity, takes effort and is characterized by perseverance in the

implementation of individual and team professional activities in the field of
pedagogy

SIA KO7

K KO4

is convinced of the importance of behavior in a professional manner,

reflection on ethical issues and compliance with the rules of professional

ethics

SIA KO4

SIA-KO6
HIA KO4

K KO5

recognizes and formulates moral problems and ethical dilemmas associated

with his/her own and someone else's work, looking for optimal solutions

and actins in accordance with the rules ofethics

HIA KO4

SIA KO4

K KO6 is aware ofthe existence ofethical dimension in research
SIA KO4

HIA KO4

K KO7
is prepared for active participation in groups, organizations

and institutions implernenting pedagogical activities and capable of
communicating with specialists and non-specialists the field

SIA KO2

HIA KO2

K KO8
responsibly prepares for his/her work, designs and performs pedagogical

actions

S1A-KO3
SIA KO5


